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a b s t r a c t
Traditional “economic equivalence” results, like the Ricardian equivalence proposition, deﬁne equivalence classes over exogenous policies. We derive “politico-economic equivalence”
conditions that apply in environments where policy is endogenous and chosen sequentially.
A policy regime and a state are equivalent to another such pair if both pairs give rise to the
same allocation in politico-economic equilibrium. The equivalence conditions help to identify factors that render institutional change non-neutral and to construct politico-economic
equilibria in new policy regimes. We exemplify their use in the context of several applications, relating to social security reform, tax-smoothing policies and measures to correct
externalities.
© 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Important neutrality results in public economics, macroeconomics and other ﬁelds establish classes of “economically
equivalent” policies that give rise to the same equilibrium allocation (conditional on initial states). For example, in a simple
model of household choice, policies relying on different combinations of consumption, capital-income and labor-income
taxes form equivalence classes, and in the standard overlapping-generations model, pay-as-you-go social security policies
are economically equivalent to certain policies relying on taxes and explicit government debt.
While proving very useful in a variety of contexts, these neutrality results only apply when policy is exogenous. In
politico-economic models or theories with a Ramsey planner, policy constitutes an equilibrium outcome and the primitives
of the analysis include policy regimes rather than policies. These regimes constrain the choice sets of political decision
makers and are reﬂected in admissibility restrictions that limit the available policy instruments.3
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This raises the question how equivalence of policy regimes can be deﬁned, and what the conditions for such equivalence
are. Answers to this question are of direct relevance for important policy debates. Consider for example the proposal to “privatize” social security and debt ﬁnance the transition. From a narrow economic point of view, moving from a pay-as-you-go
ﬁnanced social security regime to a regime with taxes and explicit government debt could be deemed irrelevant because
speciﬁc pay-as-you-go and debt policies are economically equivalent. From a politico-economic point of view, however, such
a regime change might be expected to result in a different equilibrium allocation. In fact, the disagreement about the merits
of social security reform suggests that many policy makers hold exactly that view.
In this paper, we propose answers to the question posed above. We deﬁne a policy regime and state to be “politicoeconomically equivalent” to another such pair if both pairs give rise to politico-economic equilibria and the same equilibrium allocation. We derive conditions under which politico-economic equivalence follows. And we apply the conditions to
environments with taxes, public debt or corrective policy measures. To the best of our knowledge, the notion of politicoeconomic equivalence is novel in the literature. It differs from the standard economic equivalence notion—with Ricardian
equivalence as a special case—because it conceptualizes equivalence classes of policy regimes rather than individual policies.4
Our results are derived within a general dynamic framework comprising a household sector, ﬁrms and a government.
We do not impose restrictions on the commitment power of political decision makers. As a consequence, the results hold
in environments with either sequential policy choice or policy choice once and for all, as for example with Ramsey policies.
Nor do we impose restrictions on political objective functions except that these functions must not directly depend on
regime speciﬁc policy instruments. Our results therefore hold under a variety of assumptions about the political process or
the structure of government, political parties and interest groups.
In a ﬁrst step, we deﬁne economic equivalence of exogenous policies (conditional on states) and we extend well-known
economic neutrality propositions (e.g., Barro, 1974; Sargent, 1987; Rangel, 1997; Coleman, 2000; Ghiglino and Shell, 2000;
Bassetto and Kocherlakota, 2004) to derive a general economic equivalence result. In the second step, we deﬁne politicoeconomic equivalence of policy regimes (conditional on states) and derive suﬃcient conditions for politico-economic equivalence. In parallel to the economic equivalence result which emphasizes the implications of exogenous policy for the choice
sets of households and ﬁrms, the politico-economic equivalence result emphasizes the consequences of policy regimes for
the choice sets of political decision makers. These choice sets are constrained fourfold: By the state; the admissibility
restrictions on policy instruments under the control of political decision makers; the continuation policy functions of subsequent political decision makers; and the requirement that policies implement a competitive equilibrium. Accordingly, our
conditions for politico-economic equivalence relate to state spaces and policy spaces.
Intuitively, these conditions guarantee that the choice set of political decision makers in the “new” policy regime is
suﬃciently large but not too large relative to the choice set in the “initial” regime: The equilibrium allocation in the initial
regime must also be implementable in the new regime, but political decision makers in the new regime must not be able to
implement allocations on or off the equilibrium path that cannot be implemented in the initial regime. If these requirements
are satisﬁed then revealed preference implies politico-economic equivalence.
To bring this intuitive argument to bear it is necessary to render the state spaces comparable across policy regimes while
allowing for regime speciﬁc policy instruments and commitment structures. To that end, we deﬁne a relation between states
across regimes: A state in the initial regime is strongly associated with a state in the new regime if for every admissible and
feasible sequence of policy instruments in the initial regime there exists an admissible sequence of policy instruments in
the new regime such that the two pairs of states and sequences are economically equivalent.
The ﬁrst equivalence condition requires that the initial states under both regimes are associated. The choice set of
political decision makers in the new regime then is suﬃciently large and the ﬁrst intuitive criterion is met. The second
equivalence condition stipulates that for every possible state in the new regime there exists a unique strongly associated
state in the initial regime. The set of equilibrium allocations that can be implemented in the new regime (conditional on
a state) then is weakly smaller than the set that can be implemented in the initial regime (conditional on the strongly
associated state). Accordingly, the second intuitive criterion is met as well and politico-economic equivalence follows.
When state spaces are strongly associated (as they are in some examples considered in the applications section) politicoeconomic equivalence follows independently of the equilibrium policy functions in the initial regime. This has two important
consequences. First, robust politico-economic equivalence for arbitrary political aggregation mechanisms is guaranteed. And
second, equivalence can be established even if no information about the equilibrium in the initial regime is available and
without having to ﬁrst characterize that equilibrium. Both these features prove very useful in applied work.
For situations where strong association is too strong a condition to impose, we provide an alternative equivalence result
that relaxes the second condition but requires information about the policy functions in the initial regime instead. The
weaker condition builds on the notion of association rather than strong association of state spaces: A state in the initial
regime is associated with a state in the new regime if the latter and a sequence of admissible policy instruments in the new
regime are economically equivalent to the former and the equilibrium sequence of policy instruments in the initial regime.
The second equivalence condition now requires that for every state in the new regime there exists a unique associated
state in the initial regime. If this requirement is met an equivalent continuation policy function can be deﬁned; it maps

4
It also differs from Correia et al.’s (2008) notion of equivalent economic environments with different frictions (with identical optimal allocations) and
from Chari et al.’s (2007) notion of equivalent frictions (giving rise to identical wedges).
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a state under the new regime into the sequence of policy instruments that is economically equivalent to the equilibrium
continuation policy sequence in the initial regime. An additional condition formalizes the requirement that the choice set
of political decision makers in the new regime is not too large: Any allocation that can be implemented in the new regime,
subject to future policy choices being determined according to the equivalent continuation policy function, must also be
implementable in the initial regime. Politico-economic equivalence then follows.
The politico-economic equivalence results serve several purposes. On the one hand, they constitute a useful tool for
researchers interested in characterizing politico-economic equilibria. When high dimensional state and policy spaces render
such a task diﬃcult, the equivalence results can help by relating the unknown equilibrium of interest to another equilibrium
in a “simpler model” that is easier to characterize. We illustrate this in an example where the equilibrium in the “simpler
model” is also unknown to start with but can easily be derived from an existing model in the literature. On the other
hand, the results help to identify factors that render institutional change non-neutral. We demonstrate this in the context
of several applications, relating to social security reform, tax-smoothing policies and measures to correct externalities.
Regarding social security reform, we ask whether economic equivalence of certain pay-as-you-go social security policies and debt policies extends to the political sphere. We contrast existing politico-economic models of social security
(Cooley and Soares, 1999; Tabellini, 2000; Boldrin and Rustichini, 2000; Forni, 2005; Gonzalez-Eiras and Niepelt, 2008)
with novel models in which political decision makers may issue debt and choose the repayment rate on maturing debt.5
We show that certain politico-economic theories of social security that have been proposed in the literature may be reinterpreted as novel politico-economic theories of government debt, and our analysis therefore contributes to a small but
growing literature on debt in politico-economic equilibrium (e.g., Battaglini and Coate, 2008; Díaz-Giménez et al., 2008;
Yared, 2010; Song et al., 2012; Niepelt, 2014). Other theories cannot be re-interpreted in that light. We identify (suﬃciently
rich) heterogeneity among households and differential tightness of admissibility restrictions across policy regimes as factors
undermining politico-economic equivalence, and we argue that those factors can help rationalize why interest groups might
favor or oppose the privatization of social security.
Regarding tax smoothing policies, we start from Bassetto and Kocherlakota’s (2004) observation that the timing of distorting tax collections may be allocation neutral if taxes can be levied on contemporaneous and lagged incomes.6 We ﬁnd
that this economic equivalence result extends to the political sphere if policy is chosen once and for all. With sequential
policy choice, in contrast, a policy regime allowing for the taxation of current and lagged incomes generally is not politicoeconomically equivalent to a regime allowing for the taxation of contemporaneous income only. Intuitively, when policy is
chosen sequentially the choice set of political decision makers in the former regime is larger than in the latter because the
elasticity of the tax base with respect to ex-post taxation equals zero.
Our ﬁnal application concerning measures to correct externalities compares policy regimes with Pigovian taxes and
cap-and-trade restrictions. We ﬁnd that the two policy regimes are politico-economically equivalent, provided that permits
in the cap-and-trade regime can be allocated in a way that replicates the distributive implications of the Pigovian tax and
transfer scheme.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 offers a simple example that introduces central concepts
of the analysis and conveys the basic intuition. Section 3 lays out the model and discusses economic equivalence. Section 4
contains the paper’s main result on politico-economic equivalence. Section 5 discusses applications and Section 6 concludes.
Appendix A contains formal deﬁnitions and proofs.
2. A simple example
To motivate the analysis in the following sections, we start with a simple example of a two period economy with an
OLG structure. Time is indexed by t = 0, 1. The economy is inhabited by workers and retirees. Workers in period t = 0 are
retirees in period t = 1; workers born in the second period and retirees die at the end of the period. The ratio of workers to
retirees equals ν > 0. Workers supply labor inelastically, pay taxes, consume and save. Retirees consume the return on their
savings as well as resources they might receive from government. Firms use labor supplied by workers and physical capital
owned by retirees to produce the output good.
We compare a social security regime and a debt regime. In the social security regime, political decision makers may
levy a non-negative social security tax τt on labor income and distribute the proceeds among retirees. In the debt regime,
political decision makers may levy a tax τt on labor income, issue debt bt +1 and use the proceeds to repay outstanding
debt bt (held by retirees) at the non-negative repayment rate zt . (Throughout the paper, we differentiate regimes by denoting variables in the second regime by a “prime.”) Since the repayment rate on debt, and thus its equilibrium price, is
endogenous we can without loss of generality ﬁx the face value of debt per retiree at an exogenous level, b̄t > 0.
Economic equivalence relations link pairs of states and policy sequences that give rise to the same competitive equilibrium
allocation. In the example, the capital stock k is the single endogenous state variable. The state k0 and a social security
policy sequence (τ0 , τ1 ) are economically equivalent to the state k0 and a debt policy sequence (τ0 , z0 , τ1 , z1 ) if k0 = k0

5
Cukierman and Meltzer (1989) analyze a model with commitment to social security taxes and debt. We discuss their ﬁndings in the applications
section.
6
Bassetto and Kocherlakota (2004) extend Barro’s (1974) equivalence result to environments with distorting taxes.
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(identical production possibilities); b̄0 z0 = τ0 w 0 ν and b̄1 z1 = τ1 w 1 ν (identical payments from the government to retirees
at initial equilibrium prices); τ0 = τ0 − τR1 ww1 ν (identical life time tax burdens for workers born in the ﬁrst period at initial
1

0

equilibrium prices); and τ1 = τ1 (identical life time tax burdens for workers born in the second period). Here, R t and w t
denote gross interest rates and wages in the social security equilibrium, respectively.
Political decision makers cannot commit and policy therefore is chosen sequentially, subject to admissibility restrictions
that deﬁne the instruments political decision makers may use (labor income taxes in either regime and the debt repayment
rate in the debt regime) as well as numerical restrictions on those instruments (τt ≥ 0 and zt ≥ 0 since lump sum taxes on
retirees are ruled out), and subject to the constraint that their policy choices be feasible that is, implement a competitive
equilibrium.7 Political decision makers in the ﬁrst period also must take the continuation policy function of their successors
into account. A politico-economic equilibrium in the social security regime conditional on initial capital stock k0 is given by
policy functions τ0 (·), τ1 (·) and a competitive equilibrium with capital stock k1 such that k0 , τ0 = τ0 (k0 ) and τ1 = τ1 (k1 )
implement this competitive equilibrium and the policy choices are optimal. A politico-economic equilibrium in the debt
regime is deﬁned similarly, with the policy functions given by τ0 (·), z0 (·), τ1 (·), z0 (·).
Suppose that conditional on k0 the social security regime gives rise to a politico-economic equilibrium with sequentially
chosen equilibrium policy sequence (τ0 , τ1 ). We want to assess politico-economic equivalence of the social security and debt
regimes. More speciﬁcally, we want to assess whether (conditional on an initial capital stock k0 ) the debt regime gives rise
to a politico-economic equilibrium with equilibrium policy sequence (τ0  , z0  , τ1  , z1  ) such that the pairs (k0 , (τ0 , τ1 )) and
(k0 , (τ0  , z0  , τ1  , z1  )) are economically equivalent.
A brute force approach to checking this relies on solving for the politico-economic equilibrium in the debt regime. An
alternative approach compares the choice sets of political decision makers. Consider the situation in period t = 1. Since any
equilibrium social security policy choice τ1 is non-negative the economically equivalent debt policy choice as implied by the
economic equivalence relations, namely (τ1 , z1 ) = (τ1 ,

τ1 w 1 (k1 )ν
b̄1

), necessarily is admissible.8 Moreover, for any admissible

and feasible debt policy choice (τ1 , z1 ) there exists an admissible social security policy choice, τ1 = τ1 , such that (k1 , τ1 )
and (k1 , (τ1 , z1 )) are economically equivalent. Conditional on a given capital stock in the second period the admissibility
restrictions in the debt regime thus are suﬃciently loose for the equilibrium allocation in the social security regime to be
implementable in the debt regime as well; and they are suﬃciently tight that any allocation that can be implemented in
the debt regime can also be implemented in the social security regime. If political objectives only relate to the allocation,
the debt policy implementing the allocation implemented by the equilibrium social security policy must be an equilibrium
outcome in the debt regime as well. Politico-economic equivalence in the second period follows.
Proceeding to the ﬁrst period, the brute force characterization of the debt equilibrium would have to deal with the
fact that the equilibrium price of debt reﬂects expectations about the equilibrium repayment choice z1  , workers are indifferent between accumulating capital or buying debt, and government spending is ﬁnanced out of taxes and funds raised
from newly issued debt. Focusing on the choice sets of political decision makers again simpliﬁes the task although continuation policy functions now have to be taken into account as well. From the perspective of political decision makers
in the debt regime, these continuation policy functions are given by equivalent continuation policy functions τ̃1 (·) and z̃1 (·)
that implement the same competitive equilibrium allocation as the equilibrium policy choice in the social security regime.9
This follows directly from the ﬁnding above that the equilibrium debt policy choice in the second period is economically
equivalent to the equilibrium policy choice in the social security regime.
Since the continuation policy functions in the debt regime, τ̃1 (·), z̃1 (·), are equivalent to the continuation policy function
in the social security regime, τ1 (·), the allocation implemented by k0 , τ1 (·) and the social security tax rate τ0 can also be
implemented by k0 , τ̃1 (·), z̃1 (·) and a debt policy choice (τ0  , z0  ). This follows from the economic equivalence relations
when the continuation policy functions are evaluated at k1 . In fact, this debt policy choice (τ0  , z0  ) is admissible.10 The
economic equivalence relations also imply that any allocation that can be implemented by k0 , τ̃1 (·), z̃1 (·) and some admissible debt policy choice (τ0 , z0 ) can equally be implemented by k0 , the continuation policy function τ1 (·) and an admissible
social security policy choice τ0 .11 Conditional on the same initial capital stock, the equilibrium allocation in the social security regime therefore can also be implemented in the debt regime, and any allocation that can be implemented in the debt
regime can also be implemented in the social security regime. Politico-economic equivalence therefore follows.
This simple example illustrates the general logic behind the politico-economic equivalence conditions derived in Section 4. In line with the above reasoning, these conditions require that the choice sets of political decision makers in the
new regime (the debt regime in the example) are suﬃciently large, but not too large. To compare these choice sets, we rely
on economic equivalence relations. A complication we have to address in Section 4 relates to state spaces. In the example considered here, both regimes feature the same endogenous state—the capital stock—but this need not be the case in

7

The general analysis also applies to settings where political decision makers can commit, for example because a Ramsey planner chooses policy.
We denote by w t (kt ) and R t (kt ) the equilibrium wage and gross interest rate, respectively, as a function of the capital stock.
9
The equivalent continuation policy functions are given by τ̃1 (·) = τ1 (·) and z̃1 (·) = τ1 (·) w 1 (·)ν /b̄1 . Continuation policy functions determine policy
choices over the complete continuation history. In the example here, this history only comprises the second period.
8

10

It is given by (τ0  , z0  ) = (τ0 −

11

The policy choice is given by

τ

τ1 (k1 ) w 1 (k1 )ν

τ

ν



, 0 w 0 (k0 ) /b̄0 ). Note that
R 1 (k1 ) w 0 (k0 )
z0 (k0 )b̄0

0 = w 0 (k0 )ν . Note that z0 ≥ 0 implies 0

τ0 ≥ 0 implies z0  ≥ 0.

τ ≥ 0.
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general. As a prerequisite for the deﬁnition of equivalent continuation policy functions we therefore have to impose certain
requirements on state spaces and the policy space in the new regime.
3. Economic equivalence
We consider a deterministic, discrete-time economy with time indexed by t = 0, 1, . . ..12 The economy is inhabited by a
government, households, and ﬁrms. The latter are owned by households, close down at the end of a period and reopen at
the beginning of the next. Both households and ﬁrms may be heterogeneous. Let I denote the set of households and ﬁrms,
and let N denote the set of household and ﬁrm types. The set I can be partitioned into subsets of households or ﬁrms of
identical type; each such subset contains a continuum of homogeneous households or ﬁrms.
Central objects in our analysis are states, policy sequences and competitive equilibrium allocations. Let μt ∈ Mt denote
the state in period t.13 It may encompass both economic and political restrictions. Examples of the former type include
physical or human capital stocks; household choices in previous periods if current or future taxes are functions of those;
or ﬁnancial asset holdings. Examples of political state variables include policy instruments chosen in the past by political
decision makers that could commit. For instance, under (partial) commitment, the contemporaneous income tax schedule
or the repayment rate on maturing government debt may be part of the state. We denote by μti the state of a household or
ﬁrm i ∈ I .
Let pt −1 ∈ P t −1 denote the policy sequence from period t onward (that is, after period t − 1). Absent commitment on the
part of political decision makers, pt −1 could for example include contemporaneous and future income tax schedules or the
repayment rate on government debt maturing in period t.
A policy sequence pt −1 is feasible conditional on μt if the best responses by households and ﬁrms to the pair (μt , pt −1 )
and to each others’ best responses satisfy the resource constraints in the economy. In this case, the pair (μt , pt −1 ) is said
to implement a competitive equilibrium allocation as of period t, with the timing being ﬁrst, that a feasible (conditional on
the state) policy sequence from period t onward is ﬁxed and second, that households and ﬁrms choose their best responses.
A formal deﬁnition that follows Stokey (1991) is given in Appendix A.1. We denote a competitive equilibrium allocation as of
period t (or a set thereof) that is implemented by a pair of state and feasible policy sequence, by CE(μt , pt −1 ). Competitive
equilibrium prices, denoted by qt , directly follow from the marginal rates of substitution and transformation that are implied
by the equilibrium allocation. A competitive equilibrium as of period t consists of a competitive equilibrium allocation as of
period t as well as the corresponding equilibrium prices, qt .
The competitive equilibrium allocation as of period t, CE(μt , pt −1 ), implies μt +1 . This next-period state and the policy sequence pt (that is, the policy sequence pt −1 without its period-t component) implement a competitive equilibrium
allocation as of period t + 1, CE(μt +1 , pt ). The latter constitutes the continuation competitive equilibrium allocation of
CE(μt , pt −1 ).
The objective of a ﬁrm in period t is to maximize proﬁts. The utility function of a household i ∈ I of type n ∈ N as of
period t is described by the function nt (see Appendix A.1 for a formal deﬁnition). We do not need to impose any substantive restrictions on nt except that we have to rule out the possibility that preferences directly depend on regime-speciﬁc
policy instruments. But to simplify the discussion we proceed as if preferences only depended on the allocation. We also
assume that the household’s objective is time-consistent.14
Equivalence classes in economic models relate policy sequences (and, at least implicitly, states) that implement the
same equilibrium allocation. For example, when taxes are not distorting and other conditions are satisﬁed, the Ricardian
equivalence proposition deﬁnes classes of tax policies with constant present discounted tax revenue that implement the
same equilibrium allocations. We refer to the equivalence of policy sequences (and states) as economic equivalence, as deﬁned
below. The deﬁnition allows for the possibility that a state and policy sequence implement multiple equilibrium allocations.
Deﬁnition 1. A state and policy sequence, (μt , pt −1 ), are economically equivalent to another state and policy sequence,
(μt , p  t −1 ), if
i. pt −1 is feasible conditional on μt ;
ii. p  t −1 is feasible conditional on μt ;
iii. CE(μt , pt −1 ) = CE(μt , p  t −1 ).
The direct approach to establishing economic equivalence of (μt , pt −1 ) and (μt , p  t −1 ) relies on characterizing the competitive equilibrium allocations for each pair (if they exist) and comparing them. An indirect approach relies on a comparison
of households’ and ﬁrms’ choice sets, as formalized in Proposition 1 below. The choice set of a household encompasses all

12
The extension to the stochastic case is immediate if the number of states in each period is ﬁnite. Our analysis applies both to ﬁnite and inﬁnite
horizons. We distinguish between the two cases where necessary.
13
The set Mt and other sets introduced in this section are deﬁned later. For now, they can be treated as exogenous.
14
Alternatively, we could assume that households can commit in their role as economic agents even if they may not be able to commit as political actors.
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restrictions imposed by the dynamic and intertemporal budget constraints as well as other constraints, for instance the consumption set or quotas instituted by policy. The choice set of a ﬁrm is deﬁned by its production function and, potentially,
restrictions imposed by policy on the level of inputs and/or outputs.
Proposition 1. Consider a state and policy sequence, (μt , pt −1 ), that implement a competitive equilibrium allocation as of period t
(or a set thereof), CE(μt , pt −1 ), with corresponding prices qt . Consider a new state and policy sequence, (μt , p  t −1 ), that satisfy the
following conditions:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

state variables that determine production possibilities are identical across μt and μt ;
restrictions on inputs and/or outputs of ﬁrms are identical across pt −1 and p  t −1 ;
households’ choice sets are identical for each type n ∈ N ;
at the equilibrium allocation and prices (or at each allocation and prices in the set of equilibrium allocations and prices),
(μt , p  t −1 ) satisfy the government budget constraints.

Then, (μt , p  t −1 ) are economically equivalent to (μt , pt −1 ).
A formal statement of the proposition and its proof are contained in Appendix A.2. The intuition for the proof is straightforward: With choice sets unchanged and preferences independent of policy, equilibrium choices are unaltered and these
choices continue to be feasible. The pair (μt , p  t −1 ) therefore implements the same competitive equilibrium allocation,
CE(μt , pt −1 ).
Proposition 1 provides suﬃcient conditions for economic equivalence.15 We emphasize the result because the strategy
of comparing choice sets rather than directly characterizing equilibria mirrors the strategy we adopt below to establish
politico-economic equivalence.
4. Politico-economic equivalence
As discussed in the introduction, policy regimes rather than policy sequences constitute primitives of the analysis when
policy is endogenous. In models with an endogenous policy choice, it therefore seems reasonable to consider equivalence
classes of policy regimes (and states). In this section, we deﬁne equivalence of policy regimes and derive suﬃcient conditions
for it.
Our analysis applies to settings where policy is chosen once and for all (as, for example, when a benevolent government
chooses a Ramsey policy) and to environments with sequential policy choice. To keep the notation simple, we present the
case where policy choices are made in every period. The case with full commitment or intermediate cases require slight
adjustments in the deﬁnition of politico-economic equilibrium and the politico-economic equivalence conditions. Speciﬁcally,
the equivalence conditions then only need to be satisﬁed in periods when policy choices actually are made.
In period t, political decision makers are confronted with state μt and opt for a policy choice pt . The private sector
then learns about this policy choice and anticipates the continuation policy choice pt . Jointly, the policy choice and continuation policy choice form the policy sequence pt −1 = ( pt , pt ). If this policy sequence is feasible conditional on μt , then a
competitive equilibrium with allocation CE(μt , pt −1 ) results.
Let Pt denote the set of admissible policy choices pt . The restrictions embedded in Pt specify the policy instruments under the control of political decisionmakers in period t as well as restrictions on the numerical values of those instruments.
A policy regime is deﬁned by P ≡ t ≥0 Pt and the set of admissible continuation policy choices in period t is denoted by

P t ≡ s≥t +1 Ps .
Recall that an admissible continuation policy choice pt ∈ P t is feasible conditional on μt +1 if the pair implements
a competitive equilibrium allocation. Let P t (μt +1 ) ⊆ P t denote the set of admissible and feasible continuation policy
choices conditional on μt +1 . An admissible policy choice pt ∈ Pt is feasible conditional on μt if there exists an admissible continuation policy pt ∈ P t such that pt −1 = ( pt , pt ) is feasible conditional on μt . Let Pt (μt ) ⊆ Pt denote the set
of admissible and feasible policy choices conditional on μt . Every admissible and feasible continuation policy choice at
time 0, p −1 = ( p 0 , p 0 ) ∈ P −1 (μ0 ), and the allocation it implements correspond with a sequence of the state, {μt }t ≥0 . Let
Mt (μ0 , P ) denote the set of values that the state may take in period t across all such admissible and feasible continuation
policy choices if the state in the initial period is μ0 . Similarly, let Mt (M0 , P ) denote the set of values that the state may
take in period t across all admissible and feasible continuation policy choices if the state in the initial period lies in the
set M0 . For ease of notation, we will often suppress the arguments of Mt if this does not create confusion.
implies that policy choices in period t are functions of the state with the policy function
Sequential decision making

t
pt (·) mapping Mt into
μt ∈Mt Pt (μt ) ⊆ Pt . Similarly, a continuation policy function p (·) is a mapping from Mt +1 into



t
t
μt +1 ∈Mt +1 P (μt +1 ) ⊆ P .

15
It summarizes and extends (economic) equivalence results in the literature, e.g., Barro (1974), Sargent (1987, Ch. 8), Bassetto and Kocherlakota (2004),
Rangel (1997), Niepelt (2005).
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The time-consistency requirement encapsulated in the continuation policy function implies a restriction on the policy
function. To see this, consider an admissible and feasible policy choice, pt ∈ Pt (μt ). While by deﬁnition, there exists an
admissible continuation policy pt ∈ P t such that ( pt , pt ) is feasible conditional on μt , this continuation policy may not
be consistent with the continuation policy function, that is, ( pt , pt ) may not be time-consistent. The choice set of political decision makers conditional on state μt therefore may be strictly smaller than Pt (μt ). We denote this choice set by
Pt (μt ; pt (·)) ⊆ Pt (μt ): the set of admissible policy choices pt ∈ Pt such that there exists an admissible continuation policy
pt ∈ P t that is consistent with the continuation policy function pt (·) and such that pt −1 = ( pt , pt ) is feasible conditional
on μt . Appendix A.3 contains a formal deﬁnition.
The law of motion g s (·) describes the evolution of the state in equilibrium as a function of the policy choice p s ∈
Ps (μs ; p s (·)):

μs+1 = g s (μs , p s ; p s (·)), s ≥ t .

(1)

The law of motion is parametrized by the continuation policy function because this function maps the next-period state
into policy which in turn affects current policy and private sector choices, which in turn affect next period’s state. That is,
the ﬁxed point implicit in the law of motion is shaped by the continuation policy function; see Appendix A.3 for a formal
deﬁnition.
As discussed in the previous section, household preferences are functions of the competitive equilibrium allocation.
Since an allocation is a function of the state and current and future policy, CE(μt , pt −1 ), household preferences induce
indirect preferences over policy. In the political process, these indirect preferences are aggregated into an objective function,
t (CE(μt , ( pt , pt (μt +1 ))); μt ) where μt +1 satisﬁes (1). Through its second argument, we allow the objective function also
to directly depend on the state—exclusive of political state variables.16 For example, demographic shocks might affect the
aggregation of preferences in the political process. Our speciﬁcation of the objective function is consistent with standard
approaches to modeling the political process. In particular, it captures any theory where political decision makers maximize
a weighted sum of utility functions as long as the weights can be represented as functions of the state. This is the case, for
example, under the assumption of probabilistic voting or a decisive median voter. Under mild restrictions it is also the case
under the assumption of legislative bargaining.17
We are now ready to deﬁne politico-economic equilibrium.
Deﬁnition 2. A politico-economic equilibrium as of period t conditional on μt and P , denoted by PEE(μt , P ), consists of a
sequence of policy functions, { p s (·)}s≥t ; a sequence of continuation policy functions, { p s (·)}s≥t −1 ; a sequence of laws of
motion, { g s (·)}s≥t ; policy choices, p t −1 ; and a competitive equilibrium allocation CE(μt , p t −1 ) such that18
i. policy functions are optimal subject to continuation policy functions:

p s (μs ) ∈ arg

max

p s ∈Ps (μs ; p s (·))

s (CE(μs , ( p s , p s ( g s [μs , p s ; p s (·)])))) for all μs ∈ Ms (μt , P ), s ≥ t ;

ii. continuation policy functions are consistent with policy functions:

p s−1 (μs ) = ( p s (μs ), p s ( g s [μs , p s (μs ); p s (·)])) for all μs ∈ Ms (μt , P ), s ≥ t ;
iii. laws of motion are consistent with the policy and continuation policy functions according to (1);
iv. equilibrium policy choices are generated by the continuation policy function,

p t −1 = pt −1 (μt ),
and (μt , p t −1 ) implements the competitive equilibrium allocation CE(μt , p t −1 ).
The deﬁnition of politico-economic equilibrium allows policy functions to depend on time. In environments with an
inﬁnite horizon and a recursive, time-autonomous structure the policy and continuation policy functions may be timeautonomous functions of the state as well, ψ(·) and (·) say. The consistency requirement in part ii. of the above deﬁnition
then reads

(μs ) = (ψ(μs ), ψ[ g (μs , ψ(μs ); (·))], ψ{ g ( g (μs , ψ(μs ); (·)), ψ[ g (μs , ψ(μs ); (·))]; (·))}, . . .)
where the law of motion is modiﬁed to μs+1 = g (μs , p s ; (·)). Clearly, the function ψ(·) is suﬃcient for (·) in that case;
the law of motion therefore can be re-expressed as μs+1 = g (μs , p s ; ψ(·)); and conditions i. and ii. of the deﬁnition of
politico-economic equilibrium can be combined to the ﬁxed point requirement19

16

The objective function t (·) is the one assumed by Krusell et al. (1997) subject to the restriction that it does not depend on policy instruments.
With legislative bargaining, the political program maximizes the utility of the agenda setter subject to the constraint of securing a minimum winning
coalition. With transferable utility, this is equivalent to maximizing the utility of a subset of legislators (see, for example, Battaglini and Coate, 2007).
18
To simplify the notation, we drop the second argument of s (·).
19
To avoid confusion, we keep time subscripts.
17
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ψ(μs ) ∈ arg

max

p s ∈Ps (μs ; p s (·))

s (CE(μs , ( p s , p s )))

s.t. p s = (ψ[ g (μs , p s ; ψ(·))], ψ{ g ( g (μs , p s ; ψ(·)), ψ[ g (μs , p s ; ψ(·))]; ψ(·))}, . . .)
for all μs ∈ Ms (μt , P ) and s ≥ t.
Returning to the motivating question, consider an “initial” policy regime P with associated politico-economic equilibrium
PEE(μ0 , P ), and a “new” policy regime P  . We are interested in conditions that guarantee politico-economic equivalence,
deﬁned as follows:
Deﬁnition 3. A state and policy regime, (μt , P ), are politico-economically equivalent to another state and policy regime,
(μt , P  ), if
i. (μt , P ) implements a politico-economic equilibrium PEE(μt , P ) with policy choices p t −1 ;
ii. (μt , P  ) implements a politico-economic equilibrium PEE(μt , P  ) with policy choices p  t −1 ;
iii. for each sequence of policy choices p t −1 in i. there exists a sequence of policy choices p  t −1 in ii. such that (μt , p t −1 )
is economically equivalent to (μt , p  t −1 ), and vice versa.
Note that politico-economic equivalence is deﬁned with respect to pairs of a state and policy regime whereas economic
equivalence is deﬁned with respect to pairs of a state and policy sequence. This reﬂects the fact that the primitives of
competitive equilibrium on the one hand and politico-economic equilibrium on the other differ. Note also that Deﬁnition 3
allows for multiplicity of politico-economic equilibria. Such multiplicity may arise for a unique equilibrium policy choice and
equilibrium continuation policy function if the pair implements multiple sequences of the state with different associated
equilibrium allocations; or it may arise if the equilibrium policy function and equilibrium continuation policy function
themselves are not unique. Importantly, multiplicity of equilibrium allocations conditional on an exogenous policy sequence
(as allowed for in Deﬁnition 1) need not imply multiplicity of politico-economic equilibrium. When different allocations
imply different sequences of the state a given policy function typically maps those different sequences into different policy
choices, undermining the possibility of multiple politico-economic equilibria.
A suﬃcient condition for politico-economic equivalence is that the choice set of political decision makers in the new
regime satisﬁes two requirements. On the one hand, it must be suﬃciently large in the sense that political decision makers
in the new regime can implement those competitive equilibrium allocations that political decision makers in the initial
regime ﬁnd optimal to implement. On the other hand, the choice set in the new regime must not be too large: Political
decision makers in the new regime must not be able to implement competitive equilibrium allocations on or off the equilibrium path that cannot be implemented in the initial regime. If both requirements are satisﬁed, then revealed preference and
the regime independent political objective function imply that political decision makers in the new regime choose policies
that implement the same competitive equilibrium allocation as in the initial regime.
We start by deriving an equivalence result that relies on a strong version of these intuitive conditions. It requires that
any admissible and feasible policy sequence under the initial regime—not only equilibrium policy sequences—can effectively
be replicated under the new regime, and vice versa. The equality of choice sets then follows directly, and it follows for
arbitrary objective functions since no assumptions about the equilibrium policy functions are imposed. Subsequently, we
relax this strong condition and derive a more general equivalence result that applies more broadly but requires information
about the equilibrium policy functions in the initial regime. Since the choice sets of political decision makers (represented
by Ps (μs ; p s (·))) are constrained by the state; admissibility restrictions; continuation policy functions; and the competitive
equilibrium requirement, the equivalence conditions relate to state spaces and policy spaces as well.
To state the condition for the ﬁrst equivalence result we need to deﬁne a relation between states under the different
regimes:
Deﬁnition 4. For a state μt under the policy regime P  , a state μt under the policy regime P is a strongly associated state if
for every pt −1 ∈ P t −1 (μt ) there exists a p  t −1 ∈ P  t −1 such that (μt , pt −1 ) is economically equivalent to (μt , p  t −1 ).
Deﬁnition 4 serves as the basis for the following condition. It requires that strong association generates a one-to-one
mapping between the two state spaces:
Condition 1. The following holds true for all t:
i. For every μt ∈ Mt (M0 , P ) there exists a unique, strongly associated μt ∈ Mt (M0 , P  );
ii. for every μt ∈ Mt (M0 , P  ) there exists a unique, strongly associated μt ∈ Mt (M0 , P );
iii. μt is strongly associated with μt if and only if μt is strongly associated with μt .
Moreover, the initial state in the initial policy regime,
regime, μ0 .

μ0 , is strongly associated with the initial state in the new policy
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Condition 1 implies that one can construct policy and continuation policy functions in the new regime that effectively
replicate the equilibrium outcomes in the initial regime. Moreover, these functions reﬂect the equilibrium behavior in the
new regime since the choice sets of political decision makers effectively are identical across regimes if Condition 1 is met.
Politico-economic equivalence therefore follows.
Proposition 2. Consider a state and policy regime, (μ0 , P ), that implement a politico-economic equilibrium PEE(μ0 , P ). Consider a
new state and policy regime, (μ0 , P  ), and suppose that Condition 1 is satisﬁed. Then, (μ0 , P ) is politico-economically equivalent to
(μ0 , P  ).
Proof. See Appendix A.4.

2

As mentioned earlier, Proposition 2 also applies in the special case where policy choices are made once and for all, as
for example when a benevolent government chooses a Ramsey policy. In this special case, P0 = P and political decision
makers choose a policy sequence p −1 that together with the initial state, implements a competitive equilibrium allocation
maximizing their objective function. Since choices are made once and for all, Condition 1 only requires that for every
feasible p −1 , there exists an admissible p  −1 such that (μ0 , p −1 ) is economically equivalent to (μ0 , p  −1 ), and vice versa.
Proposition 2 can be extended to deal with environments with trigger strategies. This requires two modiﬁcations. First,
appropriate state variables need to be added. Second, for a given trigger strategy in the initial regime, a corresponding
trigger strategy in the new regime must be speciﬁed in such a way that the policies prescribed by the strategies under the
two regimes (together with the states) are economically equivalent, see Gonzalez-Eiras and Niepelt (2012). Proposition 2 can
also be extended to models where political restrictions take the form of incentive compatibility constraints in a planner’s
problem.20
Condition 1 does not impose any restrictions on the equilibrium policy functions in the initial regime nor does it require any information about them. This has two important consequences. First, Proposition 2 can be used to establish
politico-economic equivalence even if the politico-economic equilibria in the regimes under consideration have not been
characterized. When it is easier to verify Condition 1 than to characterize equilibrium, Proposition 2 thus substantially
simpliﬁes a researcher’s task.
Second, if Condition 1 is met, Proposition 2 can be used to establish politico-economic equivalence for arbitrary political
objective functions (satisfying the maintained assumptions) that is, robust politico-economic equivalence. The robustness result
is a direct consequence of the fact that Condition 1 requires any implementable equilibrium allocation in the initial regime
also to be implementable in the new regime, not only a particular equilibrium allocation.
This very feature points to a possibility to relax Condition 1. When information about the equilibrium policy functions in
the initial regime is available then Condition 1 may be weakened by requiring that only equilibrium allocations in the initial
regime can also be implemented in the new regime (and similarly vice versa). In the following, we formalize this intuition.
We start by deﬁning a weaker relation than strong association between states:
Deﬁnition 5. For a state μt under the policy regime P  , a state μt under the policy regime P is an associated state if there
exists a p  t −1 ∈ P  t −1 such that (μt , pt −1 (μt )) is economically equivalent to (μt , p  t −1 ).
Condition 2. The following holds true for all t: For every
Mt (M0 , P ).21

μt ∈ Mt (M0 , P  ), there exists a unique associated μt ∈

If Condition 2 is satisﬁed then we can deﬁne an equivalent continuation policy function p̃  t −1 (·) that maps the state μt into
a continuation policy choice p̃  t −1 (μt ) ∈ P  t −1 such that (μt , pt −1 (μt )) is economically equivalent to (μt , p̃  t −1 (μt )) where
μt is associated with μt . Similarly, we can deﬁne an equivalent policy function p̃t (·) that maps the state μt into a policy
choice p̃t (μt ) ∈ Pt that corresponds to the time-t component of p̃  t −1 (μt ). Both functions have domain Mt (M0 , P  ).22
Condition 3 requires that the initial states under both regimes are associated. This implies that under full commitment,
the equilibrium allocation in the initial regime can also be implemented in the new regime and in that sense, the choice
set of political decision makers in the new regime is suﬃciently large.
Condition 3. The initial state in the initial policy regime,

μ0 , is associated with the initial state, μ0 .

Finally, Condition 4 formalizes the requirement that the choice set in the new regime not be too large. It stipulates
that, conditional on associated states and subject to future policy choices in the new regime being determined according

20
21

For a recent example of such a model, see Farhi et al. (2012).
The uniqueness requirement in Condition 2 can be relaxed. Multiple states

μt , μ̂t may be associated with μt as long as CE(μt , pt −1 (μt )) =

CE(μ̂t , pt −1 (μ̂t )).
22
If policy instruments in the new policy regime are redundant then the equivalent continuation policy function and the equivalent policy function
generally are correspondences rather than functions. To keep notation simple, we disregard this possibility in what follows.
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to the equivalent continuation policy function, any allocation that can be implemented in the new regime must also be
implementable in the initial regime. To simplify notation, we write μt +1 ( pt ) instead of gt (μt , pt ; pt (·)), leaving the current
state and the continuation policy function implicit. Similarly, we write μt +1 ( pt ) for gt (μt , pt ; p̃  t (·)).
Condition 4. The following holds true for all μt ∈ Mt (M0 , P  ) and all t: Let μt ∈ Mt (M0 , P ) be associated with μt . If
there exists a pt ∈ Pt such that μt , pt and p̃  t (·) implement CE(μt , ( pt , p̃  t (μt +1 ( pt )))), then there exists a pt ∈ Pt such
that (μt , ( pt , pt (μt +1 ( pt )))) is economically equivalent to (μt , ( pt , p̃  t (μt +1 ( pt )))).
We can now state the modiﬁed politico-economic equivalence result:
Proposition 3. Consider a state and policy regime, (μ0 , P ), that implement a politico-economic equilibrium PEE(μ0 , P ). Consider a
new state and policy regime, (μ0 , P  ), and suppose that Conditions 2–4 are satisﬁed. Then, (μ0 , P ) are politico-economically equivalent to (μ0 , P  ).
Proof. See Appendix A.5.

2

While Condition 3 clearly is a necessary condition, Conditions 2 and 4 are suﬃcient for politico-economic equivalence
but not necessary. Failure of Condition 2 implies that equivalent continuation policy functions cannot be deﬁned for all
μt ∈ Mt . While our strategy to prove equivalence cannot be pursued in this case, equivalence nevertheless may hold.
Failure of Condition 4 implies that some allocations may only be implementable in the new regime such that the choice
set of political decision makers in the new regime is not a subset of the choice set in the initial regime. Equivalence may
still hold since the equilibrium allocation in the new regime may be implementable in the initial regime as well. Since
Condition 1 implies Conditions 2 and 4, it is clear that Condition 1 is violated as soon as Condition 2 or 4 fail to hold.
In parallel to Proposition 2, Proposition 3 applies in the special case where policy choices are made once and for all, as
for example when a benevolent government chooses a Ramsey policy. Condition 2 can be dropped in this case since the
relevant part of it is implied by Condition 3. Moreover, if choices are made once and for all, Condition 4 only requires that
for every feasible p  −1 , there exists an admissible p −1 such that (μ0 , p −1 ) is economically equivalent to (μ0 , p  −1 ). Also
in parallel to Proposition 2, Proposition 3 can be extended to deal with environments with trigger strategies or incentive
compatibility constraints in a planner’s problem.
We will now turn to applications and demonstrate how the theoretical apparatus can be put to work. Depending on
circumstances, we will use either Proposition 2 or Proposition 3 to establish politico-economic equivalence.
5. Applications
We consider three applications, relating to social security reform, tax-smoothing policies and measures to correct externalities. Unless otherwise noted, we let w t , lt and lti denote the wage, labor supply of the representative worker, and labor
supply of worker i in period t, respectively; rt ,s the inverse of the gross interest rate between periods t and s, s ≥ t; kt the
capital stock per worker; and νt the ratio of workers to retirees.
The applications illustrate three different strategies of using the equivalence results. The ﬁrst and second strategy rely on
straightforward implementations of Proposition 2 or 3. If the conditions of Proposition 2 are satisﬁed which is easy to check,
then robust politico-economic equivalence follows for arbitrary political aggregation mechanisms. If the conditions of Proposition 3 are satisﬁed which can only be established on a case by case basis for each policy regime, then politico-economic
equivalence follows for the speciﬁc political aggregation mechanism underlying the initial politico-economic equilibrium.
The third strategy relies on a modiﬁed use of Proposition 3. In some applications the admissibility restrictions in an
initial regime P are “tighter” than in a given new regime P  such that Conditions 2 and 3 are satisﬁed but Condition 4
is not, rendering a straightforward implementation of Proposition 3 impossible. But in such a situation, it might still be
possible to exploit Proposition 3 to characterize the politico-economic equilibrium in the new regime. The approach follows
three steps:
First, the admissibility restrictions in the initial policy regime are relaxed to P̂ ⊃ P say. Second, the politico-economic
equilibrium subject to the relaxed admissibility restrictions, PEE(μ0 , P̂ ), is characterized. This is trivial if the equilibrium policy functions in PEE(μ0 , P̂ ) can be deduced from those in PEE(μ0 , P ) in a straightforward manner. Finally, the equivalence
conditions are veriﬁed that is, in particular, one checks whether the admissibility restrictions were relaxed appropriately.
With the conditions met, Proposition 3 can be used to directly characterize the equilibrium in the new policy regime,
PEE(μ0 , P  ). Since the second step often is straightforward, this approach constitutes an attractive alternative to characterizing PEE(μ0 , P  ) from scratch. We demonstrate this approach in Subsection 5.1.2 by means of a simple example.
5.1. Social security reform
As noted in the introduction and the introductory example in Section 2, pay-as-you-go ﬁnanced social security policies
are economically equivalent to certain debt-and-tax policies. At the same time, disagreement among political decision makers about the merits of social security reform suggests that “privatizing” and “pre-funding” social security may result in a
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change of allocation in politico-economic equilibrium. Our ﬁrst application examines this apparent contradiction in more
detail.
The analysis identiﬁes a basic economic environment—the workhorse overlapping generations model with minimal
household heterogeneity and non-distorting taxes—that robustly generates politico-economic equivalence, for arbitrary political aggregation mechanisms. In this basic environment, social security reform always is allocation neutral and therefore
politically uncontentious. This is no longer the case if more realistic extensions of the basic environment are considered.
In the ﬁrst extension with elastic labor supply and distorting taxes, the natural admissibility restrictions are asymmetrically tight across policy regimes. As a consequence, Condition 3 or 4 may be violated, depending on the political aggregation
mechanism in place, and thus Condition 1 fails to hold. Politico-economic equivalence therefore may or may not hold. However, a politico-economic equilibrium in the debt regime may still be characterized using the third strategy sketched above
(rather than constructing the equilibrium from scratch).
In the second extension with richer household heterogeneity in combination with lack of commitment, the debt ownership structure constitutes a non-trivial state variable although the repayment rate on the debt is chosen ex post. Different
debt ownership structures imply different sets of wealth distributions and allocations that the government can implement.
In the social security regime, in contrast, the government’s policy instruments do not provide such ﬂexibility. As a consequence, Conditions 2 and 4 do not hold and the politico-economic equivalence result is undermined.
5.1.1. Basic environment
We extend the setup described in Section 2 to an inﬁnite horizon. The economy is inhabited by two-period lived overlapping generations that are homogeneous within cohorts. Workers inelastically supply labor, lt = 1, and accumulate capital;
production is neoclassical.
In the social security regime, a proportional labor income tax τt funds transfers to retirees, νt w t τt . The admissibility restrictions Pt = {τt |τt ∈ R+ } rule out transfers from retirees to workers. In the debt regime, the government repays maturing
debt at the rate zt , issues an exogenous stock of short-term debt b̄t +1 > 0 per retiree and levies a proportional labor income

τt .23 The admissibility restrictions Pt = {(τt , zt )|(τt , zt ) ∈ R × R+ } again rule out transfers from retirees to workers.24
In both the social security and the debt regime, the state includes the capital stock and the exogenous demographic
shock. In addition, the state in the debt regime also includes the exogenous value b̄t . For notational convenience, we suppress the exogenous state variables in the following. In the basic environment, we thus have μt = kt and μt = kt .
Economic equivalence requires identical initial capital stocks, identical government cash ﬂows in each period, and identical present values of net tax payments for each cohort. These cross-regime restrictions reduce to
tax

kt = kt ,
zs = τs νs w s /b̄s for all s ≥ t ,
r t , s +1 τ s +1 ν s +1 w s +1


τs = τs −

rt , s

ws

for all s ≥ t .

To assess politico-economic equivalence consider ﬁrst the state spaces Mt and Mt . Suppose that the capital stock in
the initial period may take any positive value, M0 = M0 = [0, ∞). The set of states in period t that can be attained by
feasible policies then ranges from zero (the capital stock subject to conﬁscatory taxation) to a maximum value, k̄t (k0 ) and
k̄t (k0 ). Since the maximum values result in the absence of any taxation (assuming that consumption is a normal good) we
have k̄t (k0 ) = k̄t (k0 ) as long as k0 = k0 . As a consequence, maxk0 k̄t (k0 ) = maxk k̄t (k0 ), and Mt (M0 , P ) = Mt (M0 , P  ).
0

For any state kt ∈ Mt in the social security regime a strongly associated state under the debt regime is given by kt = kt
because for any (τ  t −1 , z t −1 ) ∈ P  t −1 (kt ) there exists a τ t −1 ∈ P t −1 such that (kt , τ t −1 ) and (kt , (τ  t −1 , z t −1 )) are economically equivalent when kt = kt . In fact, kt is the unique strongly associated state. The reverse statement holds as well:
For any state kt ∈ Mt in the debt regime the unique, strongly associated state under the social security regime is given
by kt = kt . Condition 1 therefore is satisﬁed. We conclude from Proposition 2 that politico-economic equivalence is guaranteed as long as k0 = k0 , and in fact it is guaranteed for any political aggregation mechanism. Moreover, politico-economic
equivalence also robustly holds with symmetric commitment.25

23
The quantity of debt can be normalized without loss of generality. To see this, note that a competitive equilibrium pins down the market value of newly
issued debt as well as total debt repayment. Multiplying debt prices and repayment rates by a constant and dividing the total stock of debt by the same
constant therefore does not affect the competitive equilibrium conditions. Moreover, adopting the proposed normalization does not constrain the effective
choice set of political decision makers—with b̄t > 0, the amount of resources transferred to bond holders can fully be controlled by the choice of repayment
rate—nor does it constrain the ownership structure of government debt and thus, the relative exposure of different groups to public debt.
24
To streamline notation, we do not distinguish between debt repayment in periods t ≥ 1 and “debt repayment” to retirees in the initial period who
simply receive a transfer.
25
With one-period, symmetric commitment the state in the social security regime is given by μt = (kt , τt ) and in the debt regime by μt = (kt , zt ). The
economic equivalence relations continue to hold, with the exception that τt and zt are part of the respective states rather than the continuation policy
sequences from period t − 1 onwards. With this qualiﬁcation, and as long as k0 = k0 and z0 = τ0 ν0 w 0 /b̄0 , all arguments from the case without commitment
extend.
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Forni (2005) analyzes the baseline setup under the assumption that a median voter is politically decisive. He shows that,
for some parameter constellations, multiple equilibria with self-fulﬁlling expectations may exist in which strictly positive
social security tax rates are sustained. Contemporaneous political decision makers support strictly positive taxes if they
expect future social security beneﬁts to be a decreasing function of the capital stock.26 From the above discussion, we
immediately conclude that the social security regime in Forni’s (2005) model is politico-economically equivalent (conditional
on some initial capital stock) to a debt regime.
Boldrin and Rustichini (2000) analyze the baseline setup augmented by a trigger strategy under the assumption that
a young median voter is politically decisive. They assume that political decision makers are confronted with a “suggested”
social security tax rate as determined by their predecessors, and that political decision makers choose an updated suggestion
for their successors in addition to the actual social security tax rate. Equilibrium policy choices depend on whether the
policy choice in the preceding period conformed with the suggestion or not. Boldrin and Rustichini (2000) show that this
trigger strategy provides suﬃciently strong incentives for political decision makers to support equilibria with strictly positive
social security transfers.
As already mentioned, Proposition 2 (and accordingly, Proposition 3) extends to environments with trigger strategies if
a corresponding trigger strategy in the new regime can be speciﬁed. In Boldrin and Rustichini’s (2000) environment, such
a corresponding trigger strategy could be based on a comparison of suggested and actually chosen debt repayment rates.
Conditional on this corresponding trigger strategy and appropriate initial states, the social security regime in Boldrin and
Rustichini’s (2000) model therefore is politico-economically equivalent to a debt regime.
5.1.2. Elastic labor supply and distorting taxes
With elastic labor supply, economic equivalence also requires that marginal tax rates be identical across regimes; under
the assumption of proportional labor income taxes, this warrants a second tax instrument. Let θt and θt denote a second
proportional tax in the social security and debt regime, respectively, whose proceeds are refunded lump sum to workers.
Ruling out lump-sum taxes on workers implies non-negative values for these tax rates, and ruling out lump-sum taxes
on retirees implies non-negative social security beneﬁts or debt repayment rates. The admissibility restrictions in the two
regimes therefore are given by Pt = {(τt , θt )|(τt , θt ) ∈ R2+ } and Pt = {(τt , θt , zt )|(τt , θt , zt ) ∈ R × R2+ }. The state is μt = kt in
the social security regime and μt = kt in the debt regime. Economic equivalence requires

kt = kt ,
zs = τs νs w s l s /b̄s for all s ≥ t ,
r t , s +1 τ s +1 ν s +1 w s +1 l s +1


τs = τs −

rt , s

w sls
r t , s +1 τ s +1 ν s +1 w s +1 l s +1
θs = θs +
rt , s
w sls

for all s ≥ t ,

⎫
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎬

⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
for all s ≥ t ⎪
⎭

(2)

such that marginal tax rates are identical across regimes, τs + θs = τs + θs .
Following a parallel reasoning as in the discussion of the baseline environment, we conclude that Mt (M0 , P ) =
Mt (M0 , P  ). Moreover, (2) implies for kt = kt that for every admissible policy sequence τs , θs ≥ 0 in the social security
regime (and thus, for the equilibrium policy sequence under any political aggregation mechanism), the equivalent policy sequence in the debt regime is admissible as well. When the initial regime is the social security regime, Condition 2 therefore
is satisﬁed and Condition 3 is satisﬁed as well if k0 = k0 . However, Condition 4 may be violated and Condition 1 therefore
does not hold: There exist admissible and feasible policy sequences in the debt regime such that the equivalent policy sequences in the social security regime are not admissible. In particular, if zt +1 > 0, then one feasible policy choice pt involves
zero contemporaneous taxes, τt + θt = 0, but strictly positive debt repayment, zt > 0, which can be ﬁnanced out of new
debt issues. The economically equivalent policy in the social security regime, which satisﬁes θt = τt + θt − zt b̄t /(νt w t lt ) < 0,
is not admissible in this case. Since Condition 1 is violated, politico-economic equivalence must be assessed on a case by
case basis.
Gonzalez-Eiras and Niepelt (2008) analyze a social security regime in the model with endogenous labor supply under
the assumption that preferences are aggregated through probabilistic voting. They show that strictly positive social security
transfers are sustained in politico-economic equilibrium. In a debt regime, these transfers correspond with a positive debt
repayment rate. Since this implies a violation of Condition 4, as detailed above, politico-economic equivalence cannot be
guaranteed. In fact, politico-economic equivalence fails: Gonzalez-Eiras and Niepelt (2008) ﬁnd that the equilibrium tax
rate θt in the social security regime sometimes is in a corner. Relaxing the non-negativity constraint θt ≥ 0 therefore would
result in a different equilibrium allocation.

26
Forni (2005) considers the case where the capital stock evolves within a certain range of parameter-dependent values. See Gonzalez-Eiras (2011) for a
general characterization of equilibrium.
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But the opposite conclusion follows in the limit of the ﬁnite horizon economy under the assumption that a young
median voter is politically decisive. Equilibrium social security transfers then equal zero in all periods and as a consequence,
politico-economic equivalence is guaranteed under this alternative political aggregation mechanism.27
Gonzalez-Eiras and Niepelt’s (2008) model with probabilistic voting can also be used to demonstrate how the third
strategy sketched at the beginning of Section 5, based on a modiﬁed use of Proposition 3, may be exploited to characterize
the politico-economic equilibrium in the debt regime although Condition 4 does not hold under the original admissibility
restrictions. In the ﬁrst step, we relax the admissibility restrictions in the social security regime to P̂ = {(τt , θt )|(τt , θt ) ∈
R+ × R}, i.e. we allow the θ instrument to take negative values. Second, we deduce the policy functions in the equilibrium
subject to the relaxed admissibility restrictions; these functions are nearly identical to the policy functions in the initial
equilibrium.28 Finally, we verify the equivalence conditions.
To verify Condition 2, we need to show that conditional on kt = kt the policy sequence in the debt regime that replicates
the allocation under the equilibrium policy in the relaxed social security regime, conforms with the admissibility restrictions
θs , zs ≥ 0 for all s ≥ t. From (2), this can only be guaranteed if the equilibrium sequence θ̂s in the relaxed social security
regime is not “too negative” for all s ≥ t. For the demographic shocks considered by Gonzalez-Eiras and Niepelt (2008)
this is the case.29 Conditional on k0 = k0 , Condition 3 is satisﬁed as well. Finally, Condition 4 (which was violated when
considering the original social security regime P ) now is satisﬁed as well, due to the relaxation to P̂ , since all admissible
and feasible one-period deviations in the debt regime can be replicated in the relaxed social security regime. We have thus
characterized the politico-economic equilibrium in the debt regime without constructing the equilibrium from scratch and
although the conditions for Propositions 2 and 3 were not met.

5.1.3. Richer household heterogeneity
If household heterogeneity is reﬂected in a non-trivial debt ownership structure, and absent commitment to the repayment rate, politico-economic equivalence generally cannot be guaranteed. To see this, consider an environment with debt
where households within a cohort are non-representative or households live for more than two periods. The debt ownership structure then is endogenous (in contrast to a setup with homogeneous, two-period lived households) and without
commitment, it constitutes a state variable that determines the extent to which a change in the repayment rate affects the
wealth distribution. The set of implementable policies in the debt regime then varies with an endogenous state variable
that is not present in the social security regime. Evidently, this discrepancy would tend to undermine Condition 4. More
fundamentally, it undermines Condition 2 as we now demonstrate in the context of a minimal extension of the baseline
setup.30
The admissibility restrictions are as in Section 5.1.1. In the social security regime a state μt = {ati }i ∈It is given by the
cross section of private asset holdings.31 In the debt regime the state



i





μt = {ati , bti }i∈It includes the cross section of private

and public debt holdings (which must satisfy i ∈I bt di = b̄t ). Economic equivalence requires identical initial capital stocks,
t
identical initial wealth levels of retirees, identical government cash ﬂows in every period, and identical present values of
net tax payments for each young household in each cohort:

ati di =
i ∈It

ati



ati di ,

i ∈It


+ bti zt

= ati + νt τt w t for all i ∈ It ∩ It −1 ,

zs = τs νs w s /b̄s for all s ≥ t ,
r t , s +1 τ s +1 ν s +1 w s +1


τs = τs −

rt , s

ws

for all s ≥ t .

To see how an endogenous, non-trivial debt ownership structure undermines Condition 2 in the absence of commitment,
consider two distinct states in the initial regime, μt and μ̂t , that involve the same capital stock but give rise to different

27
A continuation policy sequence in the social security regime with tax rates equal to zero is economically equivalent to a continuation policy sequence
in the debt regime with repayment rates of zero. But if future debt repayment rates equal zero, any feasible policy in the debt regime must ﬁnance
contemporaneous debt repayment out of current taxes, zt = τt νt w t lt /b̄t . The admissibility restriction zt ≥ 0 then implies τt ≥ 0. As a consequence, the
economically equivalent policy choice in the social security regime satisﬁes τt = τt ≥ 0 and θt = θt ≥ 0 which satisﬁes all admissibility restrictions.
28
Subject to the original admissibility restrictions P , Gonzalez-Eiras and Niepelt (2008) derive the policy functions τt (μt ) = max[ωt1 , 0], θt (μt ) =

max[ωt2 , 0], where

ωt1 and ωt2 denote known functions of exogenous state variables (not of the capital stock). Subject to the relaxed admissibility re-

strictions P̂ , the policy functions are given by τ̂t (μt ) = max[ωt1 , 0], θ̂t (μt ) = ωt2 as is straightforward to show.
29
More precisely, Condition 2 is satisﬁed when the state space of exogenous demographic shocks is restricted to only include values for these shocks that
are actually realized during the simulation period.
30
For simplicity, we abstract from fundamental heterogeneity within a cohort. If households differed with respect to their labor productivity a social
security system with proportional tax rates and lump sum beneﬁts would redistribute within cohorts. Economic equivalence then would require additional
tax instruments in the debt regime.
31
The state μt does not separately include the capital stock since the latter equals aggregate private asset holdings.
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competitive equilibria (in particular τt (μt ) = τt (μ̂t )).32 We show that a state
such that μt is associated both with μt and μ̂t . This is the case if

μt in the new regime can then be constructed

⎫



⎪
ati + bti zt = ati + νt τt (μt ) w t for all i ∈ It ∩ It −1 ,
⎪
⎬
zs = τs (μt )νs w s /b̄s for all s ≥ t ,
rt ,s+1 τs+1 (μt )νs+1 w s+1
⎪
⎭
τs = τs (μt ) −
for all s ≥ t ⎪
rt , s
ws

(3)

and

⎫


ati + bti ẑt = âti + νt τt (μ̂t ) w t for all i ∈ It ∩ It −1 ,
⎪
⎪
⎬
ẑs = τs (μ̂t )νs ŵ s /b̄s for all s ≥ t ,
r̂t ,s+1 τs+1 (μ̂t )νs+1 ŵ s+1
⎪
⎭
τ̂s = τs (μ̂t ) −
for all s ≥ t . ⎪
r̂t ,s
ŵ s

(4)

Here, τs (μt ) denotes the period-s element of the policy sequence pt −1 (μt ) and we use the fact that w t = ŵ t because of
identical capital stocks under μt and μ̂t .
The policy sequences p  t −1 and p̂  t −1 in (3)–(4) are admissible because the tax rates implemented by the continuation policies pt −1 (μt ) and pt −1 (μ̂t ) are positive. Moreover, a state μt satisfying (3)–(4) exists and is characterized by the
conditions



ati =
bti

ati τt (μ̂t ) − âti τt (μt )

τt (μ̂t ) − τt (μt )



b̄t

=1+


for all i ∈ It ∩ It −1 ,

âti − ati

νt w t (τt (μ̂t ) − τt (μt ))


for all i ∈ It ∩ It −1 .



(Note that i ∈I ati di = i ∈I ati di.) The state μt therefore is associated both with μt and μ̂t , and Condition 2 is violated.
t
t
This negative result extends to settings with representative households that live for more than two periods.
The possibility of an endogenous, non-trivial debt ownership structure arises in the environment considered by Tabellini
(2000) who analyzes a two-period lived overlapping generations economy with heterogeneous time endowments among
young households.33 It also arises in the environment considered by Cooley and Soares (1999) who analyze a four-period
lived overlapping generations economy.34 To satisfy Condition 2 in these environments and possibly guarantee equivalence,
debt holdings could be restricted to be symmetric across retirees (in the former model) or targeted to workers in their last
period before retirement (in the latter). But even if debt could be issued in accordance with these restrictions, secondary
markets could easily compromise those efforts.35
With one-period commitment to the repayment and tax rates, debt holdings are not an element of the state (in addition
to households’ ﬁnancial assets) and richer household heterogeneity does not undermine the equivalence result. As argued in
Section 5.1.1 Condition 1 holds and politico-economic equivalence is robust. Cukierman and Meltzer (1989) analyze a model
with social security and debt where political decision makers can commit to policy instruments one period in advance. They
argue that voters are indifferent between social security and debt policies.36

32
This requires that the distribution of private asset holdings affects the equilibrium policy in the social security regime, a natural outcome when the
wealth distribution enters (·).
33
Tabellini (2000) shows that, in a median voter framework with weak intergenerational altruism, a coalition of poor young and old households may
sustain a social security system whose size increases with the degree of inequality, but decreases with the rate of population growth. Tabellini (2000)
assumes proportional taxes and lump-sum beneﬁts such that lifetime taxes of a household are an aﬃne function of income during young age. Replicating
households’ budget sets in a debt regime without old-age beneﬁts thus requires an aﬃne tax function.
34
Cooley and Soares (1999) assume that the median voter in the initial period chooses a tax rate that serves as time-invariant suggested social security
tax rate in all subsequent periods whereas successive median voters only choose between implementing the proposed tax rate or dismantling the social
security system forever. Numerically solving a calibrated version of their model, Cooley and Soares (1999) ﬁnd that the median voter is of age two and
sustains positive intergenerational transfers.
35
In a different setting where the repayment rate on debt can vary across investors, Broner et al. (2010) show that debt may be reallocated on secondary
markets to the politically most inﬂuential investors.
36
The fact that heterogeneity undermines politico-economic equivalence is used in other contexts to render politico-economic equilibria determinate. See,
for example, Bassetto (2008).
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5.2. Tax smoothing policies
When taxes distort incentives, their timing affects the equilibrium allocation. An important economic equivalence result
of Bassetto and Kocherlakota (2004) states that, nevertheless, policies that differ with respect to the timing (but not the
present value) of distorting tax collections can be economically equivalent. It is natural to ask whether this economic
equivalence result extends to the political sphere. We ﬁnd that this is only the case for regimes with commitment, as for
example in the case of Ramsey policies.
Bassetto and Kocherlakota (2004) show that variations in the timing of distorting tax collections need not alter the
equilibrium allocation if taxes on lagged labor income are admissible. Consider for example the case where labor income
in period t might either be taxed at rate τt ,t in period t or both at rate τt,t in period t and at rate τt,t +1 in period t + 1.
If τt ,t = τt,t + rt ,t +1 τt,t +1 , switching from the former to the latter tax policy changes the timing of tax collections and the
level of debt but does not alter effective marginal or average tax rates on period t labor income. A policy change of this
kind therefore preserves households’ budget sets and the equilibrium allocation. In general, economic equivalence requires

⎫

r t , s +1 
⎪
⎪
τ
⎬
r t , s s , s +1


for all i ∈ Is , s ≥ t .
i
 i

i
zt bt = zt bt − τt −1,t lt −1
⎪
⎪
⎭
z s satisﬁes government DBC

τs,s = τs,s +

Consider now the implications for politico-economic equivalence. Without commitment, the admissibility restrictions in
the policy regime without and with taxes on lagged income, respectively, are given by Pt = {(τt ,t , zt )|(τt ,t , zt ) ∈ R × R+ }
and Pt = {(τt,t , τt−1,t , zt )|(τt,t , τt−1,t , zt ) ∈ R2 × R+ }. In the former regime, the state is μt = {bti }i ∈It , and in the latter it




is μt = {bti , lti −1 }i ∈It . Condition 2 fails in this environment because it is possible that two different states in the former
regime are associated with one and the same state in the latter regime as can be shown by following a similar strategy as
in Section 5.1.3.37 Politico-economic equivalence therefore is not guaranteed. Intuitively, Condition 2 is violated because the
tax on lagged income in the latter regime is both non-distorting at the time it is levied and a function of a tax base that
varies across households. This generates substitutability between debt holdings and the tax base which lies at the root of
the condition’s violation. Absent household heterogeneity, no such substitutability is present and Condition 2 is satisﬁed.
With commitment (as for example in the case of Ramsey policies) politico-economic equivalence follows trivially if

i
b0i /b̄0 = b0i /b̄0 and l−
1 = 0 for all i ∈ I0 . The latter restriction rules out the possibility that the tax on lagged income gives
rise to a lump sum tax that is only available in one regime. Even if political decisions are taken sequentially, politicoeconomic equivalence may still hold as long as there is one period commitment to τt−1,t .38
Battaglini and Coate (2008) present a politico-economic model with sequential choice of ﬁscal policy in an environment
with tax distortions. Our results indicate that the equilibrium in their model cannot be re-interpreted as equilibrium in a
model where taxes are additionally raised on lagged income. Yared (2010) presents another model with sequential choice
and tax distortions. In his model, there is only one type of household holding debt, and Condition 2 therefore is satisﬁed. In contrast, Condition 4 is violated since in the regime with taxes on lagged income, negative net transfers (beyond
non-payment on outstanding debt) can be implemented while this is not admissible in the initial regime. Politico-economic
equivalence therefore cannot be guaranteed.
5.3. Corrective taxes versus cap-and-trade
In economies with externalities, various mechanisms may help induce agents to internalize the social consequences of
their actions. In the debate about global warming and the appropriate policy responses to it, corrective taxes and cap-andtrade policies feature prominently among these mechanisms. This ﬁnal application considers their equivalence properties.
Consider an economy with a dynamic production externality. Output is produced according to a neoclassical production
function y (·), using capital kt (and potentially other factors, in ﬁxed supply) as input. For simplicity, capital is assumed to
fully depreciate after one period. Total factor productivity depends on lagged aggregate output, for example because of a
climate externality. Output of household i in period t thus equals yti = y (kti −1 , yt −1 ).
37

Consider two states in the new regime,

different competitive equilibria. A state








i

i

μt = {bt , lt −1 }i ∈It satisfying







zt (μt )bti = zt 1 bti 1 − τt−11,t lti −11 = zt 1 bti − τt−11,t lti −1
i
t )b̂t

zt (μ̂

 2 i 2

= zt b t


− τt−21,t lti −21



μt 1 = {bti 1 , lti −11 }i ∈It and μt 2 = {bti 2 , lti −21 }i ∈It , with associated states μt and μ̂t in the initial regime supporting

=

 2 i


zt bt − τt−21,t lti −1

for all i ∈ Is , s ≥ t ,

has both μt and μ̂t as associated states since each household’s ﬁnancial wealth net of lump sum taxes under (μt , p  1,t −1 ) and (μt 1 , p  1,t −1 ) coincides (and
thus (μt , p  1,t −1 ) is economically equivalent to (μt , pt −1 (μt ))) and the same holds true for ﬁnancial wealth net of lump sum taxes under (μt , p  2,t −1 ) and
(μt 2 , p  2,t −1 ) (and thus (μt , p  2,t −1 ) is economically equivalent to (μ̂t , pt −1 (μ̂t ))). Such a state μt generically can be found since the system of equations
has as many equations as unknowns.
38
For brevity, we omit the proof.
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τt on capital inputs kti +1 whose revenue is distributed across households
i
i ∈It σt = 1. In contrast, a cap-and-trade regime features caps on each agent’s

A Pigovian tax regime features a corrective tax
i
t }i ∈It ,

according to a sharing rule, {σ

with

capital input level, {k̄ti +1 }i ∈It , and the permission to trade capital input permits in competitive markets. For now, we assume
that policy is chosen under commitment. Letting # X denote the cardinality of the set X , the admissibility restrictions in
#I +1
the tax regime are given by P0 = P = {(τ , {σ i }i ∈I )|(τt , {σti }i ∈It ) ∈ R+ t , i ∈It σti = 1 for all t ≥ 0}, and the restrictions




#It

in the cap-and-trade regime are given by P0 = P  = {{k̄i }i ∈I |{k̄ti +1 }i ∈It ∈ R+

for all t ≥ 0}. The state under either regime

is given by lagged output, which affects current productivity, and the cross section of installed capital stocks that determine

current production, μ0 = ({k0i }i ∈I0 , y −1 ) and μ0 = ({k0i }i ∈I0 , y −1 ).
j

39
With a Pigovian tax, an agent investing kti +1 incurs a net tax τt (kti +1 − σti
With a cap-and-trade system,
j ∈It kt +1 ).


i
i


this agent incurs net outlays (kt +1 − k̄t +1 )ρt as a consequence of the cap where ρt denotes the market price of a permit.

A pair (μ0 , p −1 ) is economically equivalent to the pair (μ0 , p  −1 ) if the budget set of each household is the same under
the two pairs (conditional on a given sequence for aggregate output) and other conditions are satisﬁed.40 Equality of budget
j
∞
∞
i
i
i
i

 i
sets requires y (k0i , y −1 ) + s=0 r0,s τs (σsi
j ∈Is k s+1 − k s+1 ) = y (k0 , y −1 ) +
s=0 r 0,s ρs (k̄ s+1 − k s+1 ) for all k s+1 ∈ R+ , s ≥ 0,
and for all i ∈ I . This restriction implies

ρs = τs for all s ≥ 0 and thus,

∞
s=0 r 0,s τs

σsi

j ∈I s





k s+1 − k̄is+1 = y (k0i , y −1 ) −
j

y (k0i , y −1 ) for all i ∈ I0 .



μ0 and μ0 = μ0 are strongly associated. To see this, observe that μ0 = μ0 implies y (k0i , y −1 ) = y (k0i , y −1 )
i
i
for all i ∈ I0 . Economic equivalence therefore requires ρs = τs and
i ∈Is (k s+1 − k̄ s+1 ) = 0 for all s ≥ 0 as well as

j
∞
∞
i
i
s=0 r 0,s τs σs
j ∈Is k s+1 =
s=0 r 0,s τs k̄ s+1 . For every admissible policy in the tax regime, an admissible policy in the capNote that

and-trade regime satisﬁes these restrictions, and vice versa. The states therefore are strongly associated.
Note next that μ0 and μ0 are not strongly associated if μ0 = μ0 . To see this observe that μ0 = μ0 implies y (k0i , y −1 ) =




y (k0i , y −1 ) for some i ∈ I0 . Without loss of generality, assume that y (k0i , y −1 ) < y (k0i , y −1 ) for some i ∈ I0 . Consider the

admissible tax policy


k̄is+1

σsi = 0 for all s ≥ 0. The economically equivalent policy in the cap-and-trade regime must satisfy

< 0 for some s ≥ 0, which is not admissible.
Since each μ0 ∈ M0 is uniquely strongly associated with μ0 = μ0 ∈ M0 and vice versa, Condition 1 is satisﬁed. As a
consequence, politico-economic equivalence of the two policy regimes is guaranteed, regardless of the political aggregation
mechanism in place, if μ0 = μ0 .






μt = ({kti , ati }i∈It , yt −1 ) or μt = ({kti , ati }i∈It , yt −1 ) where ati or ati
denotes ﬁnancial asset holdings of household i between periods t − 1 and t. Again, the pair (μt , pt −1 ) is economically
equivalent to the pair (μt , p  t −1 ) if the budget set of each household is the same under the two pairs (conditional on a
With sequential policy choice the state is given by

given sequence for aggregate output) and other conditions are satisﬁed.41 Equality of budget sets requires y (kti , yt −1 ) +
ati +

∞
i
s=t rt ,s τs (σs

j ∈I s





k s+1 − kis+1 ) = y (kti , yt −1 ) + ati +
j

∞
 i
s=t rt ,s ρs (k̄ s+1

− kis+1 ) for all kis+1 ∈ R+ , s ≥ t, and for all i ∈ I .

For every period t, there exists a policy sequence in either regime such that a maximum level of total output results
2#I +1
in that period, ȳt and ȳt say. Letting M0 = M0 = R+ 0 , economic equivalence implies that ȳt = ȳt . It follows that
It +1
Mt (M0 ) = {({kti , ati }i ∈It , yt −1 ) ∈ R2#
|
+

i ∈It

kti ≤ ȳt −1 , yt −1 ≤ ȳt −1 ,

i ∈It

ati = 0} and Mt (M0 ) = Mt (M0 ). A parallel

logic to the one above applies, and Condition 1 is satisﬁed. Politico-economic equivalence of the two policy regimes is
guaranteed, regardless of the political aggregation mechanism in place, as long as μ0 = μ0 .
Golosov et al. (2011) analyze optimal corrective taxation of carbon emissions under commitment. Their model features a
representative inﬁnitely lived agent, two sectors of production and a carbon cycle.42 Our results show that a cap-and-trade
regime would be politico-economically equivalent in the environment studied by Golosov et al. (2011), as argued by the
authors. Our results also show that the equivalence result would continue to hold if policy were chosen sequentially, and
similarly if household heterogeneity were introduced provided that emission permits could be allocated among households
in a way that replicates the distributive implications of the Pigovian tax and transfer scheme.43
6. Conclusions
We have derived suﬃcient conditions for politico-economic equivalence of policy regimes (conditional on initial states).
These conditions apply in general dynamic environments with endogenous policy choice—either sequential or under

39

Since agents are atomistic, they take

40

The other conditions are

41

j ∈It


j

kt +1 as given when making their investment decisions.

i
i
i ∈Is (k s+1 − k̄ s+1 ) = 0, s ≥ 0, and
i
i
i ∈Is (k s+1 − k̄ s+1 ) = 0, s ≥ t, and

i
i
i ∈I0 (k0 − k0 ) = 0.
i
i
i ∈It (kt − kt ) = 0.

The other conditions are
While capturing the same type of dynamic externality as the simple example considered above, Golosov et al.’s (2011) model is considerably more
complex because the authors aim at estimating the optimal corrective tax—equal to the discounted value of marginal external damages—in a plausibly
calibrated quantitative framework.
43
This might require, for example, that permits are allocated to agents who do not generate externalities.
42
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commitment—and they rely on an intuitive comparison of choice sets. They provide a useful tool to characterize politicoeconomic equilibrium in “new” policy regimes and allow to assess the consequences of institutional change.
We have exempliﬁed the usefulness of the equivalence results in the context of several applications, relating to social
security reform, tax-smoothing policies and measures to correct externalities. As far as social security reform is concerned,
the analysis identiﬁes a class of environments—characterized by minimal household heterogeneity and non-distorting taxes—
where politico-economic equivalence holds independently of the political aggregation mechanism. But it also makes clear
that suﬃcient heterogeneity among households or differentially tight admissibility restrictions across regimes may undermine equivalence.
It is frequently argued that pre-funding of social security may improve outcomes by reducing labor supply distortions.
This argument relies on the assumption, often implicit, that certain competitive equilibria may be implemented by admissible debt policies but not by admissible social security policies, that is, it presupposes violations of economic equivalence.44
Our conclusion regarding the failure of politico-economic equivalence differs from that standard argument but is related.
According to our conclusion, political decision makers in a debt regime have larger choice sets than in a social security
regime. This may generate political support for institutional change towards pre-funding.
When applied to environments with taxes on contemporaneous and lagged incomes, our results make clear that economic equivalence generally does not extend to the political sphere. From a narrow economic point of view only the net
present value of distorting tax functions matters for the equilibrium allocation. In politico-economic equilibrium, in contrast,
timing is crucial because it determines the elasticity of the tax base. Politico-economic equivalence therefore only holds if
policy is chosen once and for all, as for example with Ramsey policies.
Regarding measures to correct externalities, we have found that regimes with Pigovian taxes and cap-and-trade schemes
are politico-economically equivalent, provided that permits can be allocated among households in a way that replicates the
distributive implications of the Pigovian tax and transfer scheme. This result holds both when policy is chosen sequentially
and once and for all.
Naturally, the applicability of our equivalence conditions extends beyond the particular environments we have considered and is not conﬁned to the realm of ﬁscal and regulatory policy. Against the background of an appropriately deﬁned
equivalence class of policies—be they ﬁscal, monetary or other—the conditions may be applied to any model featuring an
endogenous choice of such policies.
Appendix A. Formal deﬁnitions and proofs
A.1. Competitive equilibrium allocation
Following Stokey (1991), let xn,t −1 ≡ (xnt , xn,t ) ∈ X n,t −1 denote the sequence of actions from period t onward of a household or ﬁrm of type n ∈ N , and let xt −1 ≡ (xt , xt ) ∈ X t −1 denote the proﬁle of such action sequences across all household
and ﬁrm types.45
Aggregate feasibility as of period t is represented by a correspondence, Ft : Mt → P t −1 × X t −1 .46 That is, ( pt −1 , xt −1 ) ∈
Ft (μt ) if the sequences ( pt −1 , xt −1 ) are feasible conditional on μt . Let Ct ⊆ Mt × Pt × Xt denote the set of ﬁrst elements
in feasible sequences,

Ct = {(μt , pt , xt ) ∈ Mt × Pt × Xt : ( pt −1 , xt −1 ) ∈ Ft (μt ) for some ( pt , xt ) ∈ P t × X t }.
The aggregate law of motion for the state is deﬁned on the set Ct , Lt : Ct → Mt +1 . Consistency requirements imply conditions on Ft and Lt .47
Feasibility on the level of an individual household or ﬁrm i ∈ I of type n ∈ N as of period t is represented by another
correspondence, Ftn : Mt × P t −1 × X t −1 × Mnt → X n,t −1 . That is, xi ,t −1 ∈ Ftn (μt , pt −1 , xt −1 , μti ) if the sequence xi ,t −1 is
feasible conditional on μt , pt −1 , xt −1 and μti . Feasibility restrictions may incorporate budget constraints since prices can be
linked to marginal rates of transformation or substitution which in turn are related to aggregate quantities. Consistency implies an aggregation restriction.48 Let Ctn ⊆ Ct × Mnt × Xtn denote the set of ﬁrst elements in individually feasible sequences
for a household or ﬁrm i ∈ I of type n ∈ N ,

Ctn = {(μt , pt , xt , μti , xti ) ∈ Ct × Mnt × Xtn : ( pt −1 , xt −1 ) ∈ Ft (μt ) and
xi ,t −1 ∈ Ftn (μt , pt −1 , xt −1 , μti ) for some ( pt , xt , xi ,t ) ∈ P t × X t × X n,t }.
44

See Feldstein and Liebman (2002) for an overview over the literature and Rangel (1997) for a critique.
Throughout, we partition a sequence xt −1 say that runs from period t to the end of the planning horizon into its period t element, xt , and the remainder
of the sequence, xt .
46
Note the difference between the feasibility of policy-/action-sequence combinations discussed here and the feasibility of policy sequences discussed in
Section 3.
47
First, ( pt −1 , xt −1 ) ∈ Ft (μt ) implies ( pt , xt ) ∈ Ft +1 (Lt (μt , pt , xt )). Second, (μt , pt , xt ) ∈ Ct and ( pt , xt ) ∈ Ft +1 (Lt (μt , pt , xt )) imply ( pt −1 , xt −1 ) ∈
Ft (μt ).
48
In particular, ( pt −1 , xt −1 ) ∈ Ft (μt ) implies xn,t −1 ∈ Ftn (μt , pt −1 , xt −1 , μnt ) for all n ∈ N .
45
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From the consistency requirement imposed on Ftn , it follows that (μt , pt , xt ) ∈ Ct implies (μt , pt , xt , μnt , xnt ) ∈ Ctn for all
n ∈ N . The law of motion for the state of an individual household or ﬁrm i ∈ I of type n ∈ N is deﬁned on the set Ctn ,
Lnt : Ctn → Mnt+1 . Consistency requirements imply conditions on Ftn and Lnt .49
The objective function of a household i ∈ I of type n ∈ N as of period t is given by nt : Mt × P t −1 × X t −1 × Mnt ×
X
→ R. We assume that this function is bounded. The objective function of a ﬁrm active in period t is to maximize
static proﬁts. For notational simplicity, we denote the objective of a ﬁrm of type n ∈ N also by nt .
The set Et (μt ) ⊆ Ft (μt ) comprises the policy as well as household and ﬁrm action sequences that are associated with
competitive equilibria. The equilibrium requirement implies that xt −1 is a best response that is,
n,t −1

Et (μt ) = {( pt −1 , xt −1 ) ∈ Ft (μt ) : xn,t −1 = arg max nt (μt , pt −1 , xt −1 , μnt , xi ,t −1 ) for all n ∈ N }
xi ,t −1

subject to xi ,t −1 ∈ Ftn (μt , pt −1 , xt −1 , μnt ). From the consistency requirements imposed earlier, it follows that ( pt −1 , xt −1 ) ∈
Et (μt ) implies ( pt , xt ) ∈ Et +1 (μt +1 ) for μt +1 = Lt (μt , pt , xt ).
Based on the previous objects introduced in Stokey (1991), we deﬁne the competitive-equilibrium-allocation correspondence, CEt : Mt × P t −1 → X t −1 . That is, xt −1 ∈ CEt (μt , pt −1 ) if ( pt −1 , xt −1 ) ∈ Et (μt ), and CEt (μt , pt −1 ) = ∅ if (μt , pt −1 )
does not implement any competitive equilibrium allocation. (Even if xt −1 does not directly constitute an allocation, the link
between the two objects is immediate. From now on, we therefore refer to equilibrium allocations rather than sequences of
household and ﬁrm actions.) In the main text, we drop the time subscript t of the correspondence for notational simplicity.
As usual, the marginal rates of substitution and transformation that are implied by a competitive equilibrium allocation
(or a set thereof) pin down equilibrium prices (or a set thereof).
A.2. Proposition 1
In the context of Proposition 1, we compare two choice sets of a household i ∈ I of type n ∈ N as of period t. These
choice sets encompass all restrictions imposed by the dynamic and intertemporal budget constraints as well as other constraints on the level of the household, for instance the consumption set or quotas instituted by policy. The ﬁrst choice set
is deﬁned by

Ftn (μt , pt −1 , xt −1 , μti )

(5)

where xt −1 is the equilibrium sequence of aggregate private sector actions in a competitive equilibrium with allocation
CEt (μt , pt −1 ) and prices qt . The second choice set is given by

Ftn (μt , p  t −1 , xt −1 , μt i );

(6)

it is characterized by potentially modiﬁed aggregate and individual states, μt and μt i ; a potentially modiﬁed policy sequence, p  t −1 ; but unchanged private sector actions. A formal statement and proof of Proposition 1 follows:
Proposition 1. Consider a state and policy sequence, (μt , pt −1 ), that implement a competitive equilibrium allocation as of period t
(or a set thereof), CEt (μt , pt −1 ), with corresponding prices qt . Consider a new state and policy sequence, (μt , p  t −1 ), that satisfy the
following conditions:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

state variables that determine production possibilities are identical across μt and μt ;
restrictions on inputs and/or outputs of ﬁrms are identical across pt −1 and p  t −1 ;
choice sets deﬁned by (5) and (6) are identical for each household i ∈ I of type n ∈ N that is “alive” in or after period t 50 ;
at the equilibrium allocation and prices (or at each allocation and prices in the set of equilibrium allocations and prices),
(μt , p  t −1 ) satisfy the government budget constraints.

Then, (μt , p  t −1 ) are economically equivalent to (μt , pt −1 ).
Proof. Conjecture that the pair (μt , p  t −1 ) indeed implements the same competitive equilibrium allocation, CEt (μt , pt −1 ),
and the same equilibrium prices, qt .
With household choice sets unchanged and preferences not directly dependent on policy, household actions are unaltered. With ﬁrm production possibilities unaffected by policy and policy restrictions on inputs and/or outputs as well as
prices unchanged, ﬁrm actions are unaltered. With production unchanged, (new and old) household and ﬁrm actions are

49

First, the proﬁle of type speciﬁc laws of motion across all types, {Lnt (μt , pt , xt , μnt , xnt )}n∈N , coincides with the aggregate law of motion, Lt (μt , pt , xt ),

for all (μt , pt , xt ) ∈ Ct . Second, ( pt −1 , xt −1 ) ∈ Ft (μt ) and xi ,t −1 ∈ Ftn (μt , pt −1 , xt −1 , μti ) for some n ∈ N implies xi ,t ∈ Ftn+1 (μt +1 , pt , xt , μti +1 ) for

μt +1 =
Lt (μt , pt , xt ) and μti +1 = Lnt (μt , pt , xt , μti , xti ). Third, if (μt , pt , xt ) ∈ Ct , ( pt , xt ) ∈ Ft +1 (μt +1 ), (μt , pt , xt , μti , xti ) ∈ Ctn and xi ,t ∈ Ftn+1 (μt +1 , pt , xt , μti +1 )
for some n ∈ N then xi ,t −1 ∈ Ftn (μt , pt −1 , xt −1 , μti ).
50

For a household not yet active in period t, her state is empty.
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feasible. Moreover, household choices and the government’s new policy sequence satisfy the relevant budget constraints.
The pair (μt , p  t −1 ) therefore implements the same competitive equilibrium allocation, CEt (μt , pt −1 ), verifying the conjecture. 2
A.3. Law of motion (1)
Let the set Et (μt ; pt (·)) ⊆ Et (μt ) comprise the policy as well as household and ﬁrm action sequences that are associated
with competitive equilibria and are consistent with a given continuation policy function pt (·), that is

Et (μt ; pt (·)) = {( pt −1 , xt −1 ) ∈ Et (μt ) : pt −1 = ( pt , pt (Lt (μt , pt , xt )))}.
Let Pt (μt ; pt (·)) ⊆ Pt denote the set of ﬁrst elements in equilibrium policy sequences conditional on the state
consistent with the given continuation policy function pt (·),

μt that are

Pt (μt ; pt (·)) = { pt ∈ Pt : ( pt −1 , xt −1 ) ∈ Et (μt ; pt (·)) for some ( pt , xt −1 ) ∈ P t × X t −1 }.
That is, pt ∈ Pt (μt ; pt (·)) if (( pt , pt (Lt (μt , pt , xt ))), xt −1 ) ∈ Et (μt ; pt (·)) for some xt −1 ∈ X t −1 .
Equation (1) in the text gives the law of motion of the state,

μs+1 = g s (μs , p s ; p s (·)), s ≥ t .
The ﬁrst argument of this function takes values from the set Ms , s ≥ t. For any
function takes values from the set Ps (μs ; p s (·)).

μs ∈ Ms the second argument of the

A.4. Proposition 2
To simplify notation, we write μt +1 ( pt ) instead of gt (μt , pt ; pt (·)) for the state in the initial regime that is implied by
a particular policy choice, leaving the current state and the continuation policy function implicit. For the state in the new
regime that is implied by a competitive equilibrium allocation CEt (μt , p  t −1 ), we write μt +1 (μt , p  t −1 ).
Denote the (unknown) policy function in the initial regime by pt (μt ) and the continuation policy function by pt (μt +1 ).
From Condition 1, there exists a unique μt and an admissible p  t −1 such that (μt , ( pt (μt ), pt (μt +1 ( pt )))) is economically
equivalent to (μt , p  t −1 ). The policy sequence p  t −1 can be split into a period t component, pt , and a continuation policy, p  t . If (μt , pt −1 ) implements a competitive equilibrium allocation in the initial regime then (μt +1 ( pt ), pt ) implements
the continuation competitive equilibrium allocation with pt −1 = ( pt , pt ). Similarly, if (μt , p  t −1 ) implements a competitive
equilibrium allocation in the new regime then (μt +1 (μt , p  t −1 ), p  t ) implements the continuation competitive equilibrium
allocation with p  t −1 = ( pt , p  t ). Economic equivalence of (μt , pt −1 ) and (μt , p  t −1 ) therefore implies economic equivalence of (μt +1 ( pt ), pt ) and (μt +1 (μt , p  t −1 ), p  t ). Since strong association implies a one-to-one relation between states we

conclude that μt +1 ( pt ) and μt +1 (μt , p  t −1 ) are strongly associated. Using the policy sequences just characterized, we thus
can deﬁne a policy function and continuation policy function in the new regime, pt (·) and p  t (·) respectively, that satisfy
pt (μt ) = pt and p  t (μt +1 (μt , p  t −1 )) = p  t and are deﬁned over the domains Mt and Mt +1 respectively. Based on the
continuation policy functions p  t (·) we can also deﬁne a law of motion of the state in the new regime,

g s (μs , p s ; p  s (·)) ≡ μs+1 (μs , p  s−1 ), s ≥ t .
To simplify notation, we also write μt +1 ( pt ) instead of gt (μt , pt ; p  t (·)).
Conjecture that in the new regime in period t, future policy choices are expected to be determined according to the
continuation policy function p  t (·). We claim that the policy function in the new regime then is given by pt (·). To verify
the claim by contradiction, suppose that the policy function is given by another function, πt (·) say, such that for some
μt ∈ Mt the allocation CEt (μt , (πt (μt ), p  t (μt +1 (πt (μt ))))) is strictly preferred to CEt (μt , ( pt (μt ), p  t (μt +1 ( pt (μt ))))) and
πt (μt ) ∈ Pt . From Condition 1, there exists a μt strongly associated with μt and a πt ∈ Pt in the initial regime such that
(μt , (πt (μt ), p  t (μt +1 (πt (μt ))))) is economically equivalent to (μt , (πt , pt (μt +1 (πt )))). By deﬁnition of the policy function,
CEt (μt , pt −1 (μt )) is preferred (at least weakly) to CEt (μt , (πt , pt (μt +1 (πt )))). Political decision makers in the new regime
share this preference and can implement the former equilibrium allocation by choosing pt (μt ) rather than πt (μt ). This
establishes the desired contradiction and thus, veriﬁes the claim.
We conclude that political decision makers in the new regime implement policy choices according to the policy function pt (·) if the continuation policy function p  t (·) is expected. But by induction, these expectations are consistent with
equilibrium. The functions pt (·) and p  t (·) therefore satisfy the conditions of politico-economic equilibrium.
From Condition 1 and the previous argument, political decision makers in period t = 0 in the new regime can implement
the equilibrium allocation in the initial regime and wish to do so. The same holds true in subsequent periods; for starting
from strongly associated states, the subsequent states in the continuation competitive equilibrium allocations are strongly
associated as well.
Finally, economic equivalence of (μ0 , ( p 0 (μ0 ), p  0 (μ1 ( p 0 (μ0 ))))) and (μ0 , ( p 0 (μ0 ), p 0 (μ1 ( p 0 (μ0 ))))) implies that the
equilibrium policy choices in the new policy regime implement the same competitive equilibrium allocation as in the initial
policy regime. The result then follows.
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A.5. Proposition 3
We show that there exists a politico-economic equilibrium in the new regime with policy and continuation policy functions { p̃t (·), p̃  t −1 (·)}t ≥0 , policy choices p  −1 ≡ p̃  −1 (μ0 ), and the same competitive equilibrium allocation as in PEE(μ0 , P ).
Conjecture that in the new regime in period t, future policy choices are expected to be determined according to
the equivalent continuation policy function p̃  t (·). (From Condition 2, this function is well deﬁned over the domain
Mt +1 .) We claim that the policy function in the new regime then is given by p̃t (·). To verify the claim by contradiction, suppose that the policy function is given by another function, πt (·) say, such that for some μt ∈ Mt the allocation
CEt (μt , (πt (μt ), p̃  t (μt +1 (πt (μt ))))) is strictly preferred to CEt (μt , ( p̃t (μt ), p̃  t (μt +1 ( p̃t (μt ))))) and πt (μt ) ∈ Pt . Let μt be
associated with μt . (From Condition 2, such a μt exists.) From Condition 4, there exists an admissible policy choice πt ∈ Pt
in the initial regime such that (μt , (πt (μt ), p̃  t (μt +1 (πt (μt ))))) is economically equivalent to (μt , (πt , pt (μt +1 (πt )))). By

deﬁnition of the policy function, CEt (μt , pt −1 (μt )) is preferred (at least weakly) to CEt (μt , (πt , pt (μt +1 (πt )))). Political decision makers in the new regime share this preference and, from Condition 2, can implement the former equilibrium by
choosing p̃t (μt ) rather than πt (μt ). This establishes the desired contradiction and thus, veriﬁes the claim.
We conclude that political decision makers in the new regime implement policy choices according to the policy function p̃t (·) if the continuation policy function p̃  t (·) is expected. But by induction, these expectations are consistent with
equilibrium. The functions p̃t (·) and p̃  t (·) therefore satisfy the conditions of politico-economic equilibrium. Based on these
functions, the law of motion of the state in the new regime may be deﬁned.
From Condition 3 and the previous argument, political decision makers in period t = 0 in the new regime can implement
the equilibrium allocation in the initial regime and wish to do so. The same holds true in subsequent periods. For if μt is
associated with μt and if (μt , ( pt , pt (μt +1 ( pt )))) is economically equivalent to (μt , ( pt , p̃  t (μt +1 ( pt )))), then μt +1 ( pt ) is
associated with μt +1 ( pt ) as well (because μt +1 ( pt ) ∈ Mt +1 (M0 , P  ) and from Condition 2).
Finally, economic equivalence of (μ0 , ( p̃ 0 (μ0 ), p̃  0 (μ1 ( p̃ 0 (μ0 ))))) and (μ0 , ( p 0 (μ0 ), p 0 (μ1 ( p 0 (μ0 ))))) implies that the
equilibrium policy choices in the new policy regime implement the same competitive equilibrium allocation as in the initial
policy regime. The result then follows.
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